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Brief Summary 

The deliverable is the second version of the Awareness and Dissemination plan of the 

FLOATGEN project produced by M12.  
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Awareness raising and dissemination are a core part of the project, and are meant to ensure 

that all project activities and results are communicated to a variety of audiences and 

stakeholders in clear, efficient and effective manner. The main aim is to increase the 

potential impact of the project and its results by ensuring that information is reaching the 

most relevant stakeholders in a concise and effective manner, focusing on the key messages 

and main exploitable results.  

 

The present document – the Awareness Raising and Dissemination Plan - summarises the 

dissemination activities planned by the FLOATGEN partners for the duration of the whole 

project. This deliverable is being updated on an annual basis.  The current version at month 

12 aims to build upon the initial version which was a communication strategy and plan for 

the consortium and a guide for all partners when conducting dissemination activities. It 

updates the sections according to developments in the project, and also presents an 

overview of the dissemination activities undertaken by consortium members in the past 

year. At M48 a final version of the report will be produced which will provide a summary of 

what was achieved throughout the project in terms of dissemination and awareness-raising.   

 

This current strategic dissemination plan covers the same points as the ones presented in 

the plan prepared in M6. Some sections are updated with new information, and it also 

serves as an overview of the activities undertaken by the partners in the first 12 months of 

the project.  
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2. ACRONYMS 

None applicable 
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3. INTRODUCTION 

3.1 FLOATGEN BACKGROUND 

 

The FLOATGEN project aims to demonstrate the technical and economic feasibility of two different 

multi-megawatt integrated floating wind turbine systems in deep waters, never before applied to 

Southern European sea conditions, with the objective of assessing and comparing the solutions and 

the different combinations tested, thus generating knowledge to improve performance and allow 

future replication of the project results.  

 

During the 4-year project which started in January 2013, Gamesa and ACCIONA Windpower, leading 

European wind turbine manufacturers, will each demonstrate the technical and economic feasibility 

of the combination of a multi-MW wind turbine and a float for deep offshore application.  

 

Gamesa will fit a 2 MW turbine on a ring-shaped surface-floating platform built by IDEOL and the 

Stuttgart Chair of Wind Energy (SWE) at the University of Stuttgart, whilst a semi-submersible 

structure constructed by Navantia and Olav Olsen will carry a 3 MW generator from ACCIONA 

Windpower.  In 2015, the floating wind turbines will be installed in deep waters to leave ample time 

for Fraunhofer IWES and RSK Environment Ltd. to monitor the performance of the structures in the 

open sea during 2016. 

 

During the project, the consortium will define and validate appropriate methods and processes to 

install, operate and access deep floating wind turbine systems, such as towing processes, installation 

and on-site commissioning methods. The environmental impacts of such deep floating power 

systems as well as the operation and maintenance performance and costs will also be assessed. This 

will be done by looking at the constraints of accessibility of floating structures, by creating new 

protocols of operation and maintenance according to weather conditions, and ensuring workers’ 

safety conditions.  

 

The project will also establish the criteria and experimental knowledge able to define a roadmap and 

demonstrate a reduction of the cost of energy of offshore floating wind energy down to values 
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comparable with costs of fixed offshore wind energy. 

 

Replicability in other offshore locations is ensured by transferring the knowledge obtained about the 

performance of each system to future deep offshore projects to be developed by the two wind 

turbine manufacturers co-operating in this project.  

 

3.2 THE IMPORTANCE OF AWARENESS RAISING AND DISSEMINATION 

ACTIVITIES 

Awareness raising and dissemination are a core part of the project, and are meant to ensure 

that all project activities and results are communicated to a variety of audiences and 

stakeholders in clear, efficient and effective manner.  

The main aim is to increase the potential impact of the project and its results by ensuring 

that information is reaching the most relevant stakeholders packaged in a concise and 

effective way, focusing on the key messages and main results.  

The present document – the Awareness Raising and Dissemination Plan - summarises the 

dissemination activities planned by the FLOATGEN partners for the duration of the whole 

project. This deliverable is being updated on an annual basis.  The current version at month 

12 aims to build upon the initial version which was a communication strategy and plan for 

the consortium and a guide for all partners when conducting dissemination activities. It 

updates the sections according to new activities in the project, and also presents an 

overview of the dissemination activities undertaken by consortium partners in the past year. 

At M48 a final version of the report will be produced which will provide a summary of what 

was achieved throughout the project in terms of dissemination and awareness-raising.   
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4. PROJECT BRANDING 

As a first step in the project, the FLOATGEN graphical material was developed to give the 

project a distinctive and recognisable visual identity reflecting its goals. Visually, the identity 

is simple utilising the main elements of the project idea:  a deep offshore wind turbine 

floating on waves with shapes of turbine blades and the colour blue utilised in the rest of the 

visual identity such as in the templates.  

 

In the first 12 months of the project, the visual identity has been consistently used by all the 

partners in all their dissemination activities, thus ensuring that the information is being 

provided in a professional looking and effective manner.  

 

4.1 THE LOGO 

The process of logo development was undertaken right at the beginning of the project. 

Considerations included having a logo that is visually appealing, professional looking and not 

too complex. The elements of deep offshore and floating are represented by the waves 

which are prominent in the logo, the colour of deep blue which is associated with the deep 

sea, while the turbine indicates wind energy floating on the waves. The word FLOATGEN is 

clearly displayed and is embedded in the logo, thus ensuring that the concept of floating 

wind turbines is prominent at all times.   

 

The logo in its basic form is in blue, but there are also the black and white, greyscale and 

inverted white versions of it available, to be used as needed.  
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Along with the logo, an overall visual identity was developed. The guidelines on how to use 

the visual identity, the prepared templates of Word and PowerPoint as well as the logo were 

developed by Greenovate! Europe and presented to the consortium in Deliverable 8.2 at 

Month 3.  

 

4.2 THE TAGLINE 

A tagline was also developed for the project. The tagline should appear alongside the 

FLOATGEN name wherever possible. It can be used as a subtitle in a different font or colour 

if appropriate. 

FLOATGEN: Wind power going further offshore 

The tagline aims to be catchy and at the same time communicate the main message of 

offshore turbines deeper in the sea. As the official title of the project is quite long, the 
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tagline is encouraged to be used in all communication material and in the main pages of 

publications, with the official title in smaller fonts or less prominent.  

 

The tagline has already been utilised in a number of cases, such as on the website as well as 

on the brochure which was printed.  

 

4.3 THE WEBSITE 

Following the development of a basic visual identity Greenovate! Europe prepared the 

website for the FLOATGEN project.  The domain name has been bought for minimum four 

years. The website can be accessed at: www.floatgen.eu   

The website has two areas. There is the public area, where information is accessible by all, 

and there is also the private members’ only area.  

 

The public part of the website presents the project and the consortium in detail. The project 

tab contains all the technical information relating to the project, such as the concept idea 

and information on the work that each one of the partners will be doing in the 2 

demonstration activities. A lot of the information stems from the substantial research work 

that was done during the proposal writing phase. There is a dedicated tab for the two 

demonstrations that are to take place in the project. The content is not fully inputted yet as 

we are in the early stages of the project, but it is envisioned for all demonstration activities 

to be reported at their initial stages as well as during and at the end of their activities there. 

Overall, the website is not intended to be static. News and events sections as well as the rest 

of the content will be continuously updated and managed by the Dissemination WP leader 

throughout the lifetime of the project. Different audiences are being considered and the 

information while technical and complete, it has been streamlined and presented in a way 

that is accessible by wide range of stakeholders.  

The website also has a private members’ only area. The members’ only area runs on 

Microsoft Sharepoint, and it is the area where partners can upload documents to share 

http://www.floatgen.eu/
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internally. The private area runs on an https secure connection and has an additional 

Microsoft Firewall installed.  

 

There have been multiple updates on the website, with the pages of the News and Events 

being the ones that are being updated the most. The team behind the website is 

continuously screening news and events that can be relevant to the work of the FLOATGEN 

project, writing brief articles and uploading them on the News and Events page.   

This kind of activity ensures that the website looks up to date and dynamic, with information 

that is current, also giving a boost to the traffic to the website, by linking it to other pages on 

the web.  
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4.4 THE FLYER 

As a first step a flyer has been developed presenting the FLOATGEN project in more detail. 

The flyer is in the form of a square triptique and again utilises the visual identity developed. 

Copies of it have been printed by the Dissemination WP leader, and shipped to all partners. 

Recycled paper has been used for the printing.  

The flyer introduces the project by setting the scene in terms of challenges of offshore 

energy, and the potential benefits of going deeper offshore. It then presents what the 

FLOATGEN project aims to accomplish through its activities and the two demonstration 

projects that it intends to have. It then concludes by discussing the potential impact of the 

systems under development and testing results. The final page of the flyer lists the entire 

consortium with a map and a QR code linking to the website. 1000 copies of the brochure 

have been printed.  

 

 

 

4-1THE FLYER AS IT APPEARS ON THE WEBSITE 
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4.5 STANDARD PPT AND WORD PRESENTATIONS 

A standard PowerPoint presentation was also prepared for all partners to use either in its 

entirety or in partial manner during presentations. The aim is to ensure that the basic 

information regarding the project is accessible by all partners in a single PowerPoint 

presentation, and that they have access to standard slides for the use in the respective 

presentations in addition to the ones that they prepare themselves. Partners have referred 

to this presentation during the first year in their respective presentations.  

A one page project description in a word format has also been prepared, again to allow 

partners to have the information at hand in an easy to use manner.   

 

4.6 THE WORD TEMPLATE 

The word template 

 

4-2 COVER PAGE AND MAIN PAGE FORMATS 
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4.7 THE POWERPOINT TEMPLATE 

Presentations are one of the key communication methods used by the FLOATGEN 

consortium to promote and explain the project to outside audiences. To this end, a 

PowerPoint template has been developed to ensure that the visual identity of the project is 

maintained in this context. The PowerPoint template defines two types of slides, a title slide 

to come at the beginning and a main slide to be used throughout the rest of the 

presentation. 

 

4-3 TITLE SLIDE FORMAT 

 

4-4 MAIN SLIDE FORMAT 
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5. WRITTEN AND VISUAL IDENTITY GUIDELINES 

A set of guidelines for the written and visual identity have been produced in order to ensure 

their consistent use by the entire consortium. The guidelines cover the written identity of 

the project, the visual identity and its applications. The guidelines have been produced in an 

e-version and distributed to the consortium as pdf. The document is an internal document 

for the consortium. The guidelines can be found in the members’ only area of the website. 

 
 
 

 
5-1 COVER PAGE OF WRITTEN AND VISUAL IDENTITY GUIDELINES 

 
 

6. TARGET AUDIENCES 

Identification of target audiences and contacts to be made is crucial in making sure that the 

messages are shaped and delivered in relevant and effective manner. Effort was placed even 

during the proposal writing stage to ensure that target audience are preliminarily identified 

and listed.  

 

At this stage, the list of target audiences has been reviewed and updated. The consortium 

has come up with this list presented below in a collective manner, ensuring that almost all 

types of stakeholders have been taken into account.  
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Variability might exist at the national level, but this will be accounted for and partners will be 

asked to report of the type of audience they reached or made contact with. Any gaps in 

audiences reached will be taken into account and efforts will be made to remediate the 

situation, whether at the national or European level.  

 

The following stakeholders have been identified as target audiences. The list gives examples 

of the specific stakeholders that the project partners have in mind, but it is nevertheless not 

exhaustive. This list is being updated on an annual basis. Among the target audiences 

already identified we find: 

 

 Wind industry professionals (manufacturers, developers, consultants) 

 Public authorities, especially those responsible for permits and administrative 

procedures related to offshore wind in Spain and France.  

 Financing institutions, investment companies and banks in the relevant countries 

 Wind Technology Platform (TPWind) 

 Wind Energy associations at national level: AEE in Spain, FEE in France, BWE in 

Germany. As well as NORWEA in Norway and RenewableUK in UK.  

 Wind energy associations at the European and international level: European Wind 

Energy Association (EWEA); Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC) and International 

Energy Agency (IEA) Implementing Agreement (IEA Wind) 

 National and Regional Energy Agencies in Spain, France and Germany.  

 The European Commission, officials in various DG’s such as DG Research, DG 

Environment, DG Energy.  

 The European Parliament, officials working on clean energy topics 

 Media: Recharge Magazine, Revolve Magazine, Discovery Channel Europe, hitec -

ZDF/3Sat, ARTE XENIUS and so on.  

 Environmental associations at the European and national level such as EREC, EUREC, 

EREF 

http://www.windplatform.eu/92.0.html
http://www.aeeolica.org/en/
http://fee.asso.fr/
http://www.wind-energie.de/en
http://www.norwea.no/
http://www.renewableuk.com/
http://www.ewea.org/
http://www.ewea.org/
http://www.gwec.net/index.php?id=28
http://www.ieawind.org/
http://www.ieawind.org/
http://www.rechargenews.com/news/
http://www.revolve-magazine.com/home/
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 The general public 

 

Efforts in approaching stakeholders have started and will continue in the coming months.  

G!E as the WP leader on Dissemination already had a meeting with EWEA to present the 

project and introduce the idea of organising a side event in one the EWEA events. The idea 

was received positively, and is being followed up. 

An article with an interview with the coordinator was also organised and introduced to the 

industry announcing the project during the EWEA 2013 conference in the Recharge 

Magazine, reaching an important industrial audience.  

 

In the coming 6 months, an effort will be made to present the project to national 

associations, additional industry stakeholders, and the TPWind platform.  

 

These stakeholders are being approached primarily through the personal contacts and 

networks that all consortium partners have. Almost all partners are entities working on wind 

turbines and offshore wind energy, and are experts in the field, thus making access to these 

stakeholders possible.  

 

Other types of contacts will also be initiated. Relevant stakeholders might be contacted 

through email and telephone call, to invite them to planned stakeholder events, which will 

happen later in the project.  

 

A conscious effort will be placed at each opportunity to go over the list and ensure that the 

most relevant stakeholders are indeed contacted for each specific type of event or activity.  

 

The Dissemination WP leader takes charge of the Brussels based stakeholder related efforts 

(although, all other partners are also highly encouraged to do so also). Other consortium 

members take charge of their respective national country representatives and stakeholders. 
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7. KEY MESSAGES 

The main messages will be developed, taking into account the different target groups 

identified. The messages are suitable to promote the FLOATGEN project and its outcomes, 

making the case for European added value of R&D cooperation, understandable and 

relevant to the target audience, and easy to remember.  

 

The key messages have been structured around three main points; that of technology, 

economics and environmental impacts. 

 

The FLOATGEN project aims to demonstrate the technical and economic feasibility of two 

different multi-megawatt integrated floating wind turbine systems in deep waters, never 

before applied to Southern European sea conditions, with the objective of assessing and 

comparing the solutions and the different combinations tested, thus generating knowledge 

to improve performance and allow future replication of the project results. If desired to go into 

more detail, the following can be said regarding each aspect.  

 

Technology details: 

Gamesa will fit a 2 MW turbine on a ring-shaped surface-floating platform built by IDEOL and the 

Stuttgart Chair of Wind Energy (SWE) at the University of Stuttgart, whilst a semi-submersible 

structure constructed by Navantia and Olav Olsen will carry a 3 MW generator from ACCIONA 

Windpower.  In 2015, the floating wind turbines will be installed in deep waters to leave ample time 

for Fraunhofer IWES and RSK Environment Ltd. to monitor the performance of the structures in the 

open sea during 2016. 

 

Economics prospects: 

The economic impacts of the project will be evaluated in order to determine the potential for 

replication of the solutions in other contexts. The project will establish criteria and experimental 

knowledge which will define a roadmap and demonstrate the reduction of the Cost of Energy of 
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offshore wind energy until values are comparable with fixed offshore wind energy. In addition, the 

replicability in other deep offshore location will be assured by transferring the obtained knowledge by 

the two wind turbine manufacturers into future deep offshore project.  

 

Environmental impact: 

During the project, the consortium will define and validate appropriate methods and processes to 

install, operate and access deep floating wind turbine systems, such as towing processes, installation 

and on-site commissioning methods. The environmental impacts of such deep floating power systems 

as well as the operation and maintenance performance and costs will also be assessed. This will be 

done by looking at the constraints of accessibility of floating structures, by creating new protocols of 

operation and maintenance according to weather conditions, and ensuring workers’ safety 

conditions.  

 

The messages above were developed with the general public in mind. The consortium may 

further detail some of these messages depending on the specific audience that they are 

addressing at a specific time. They may also choose to stress one over the other, again 

depending on the situation. They are nevertheless required to mention all three aspects, at 

all times. The consortium is asked to contact the Dissemination WP leader whenever needed 

to refine the key messages.   

 

 

8. DISSEMINATION CHANNELS 

 

8.1 PUBLIC WEB COMMUNICATION 

The website www.floatgen.eu aims to be the main online point of reference for the project. 

It will be actively promoted by all the partners on their own homepages as well as in all their 

communication activities. The information on the website, especially the news and events 

section is being updated continuously with content that aims to relate to the project and 

provide additional traffic to our project website.  

http://www.floatgen.eu/
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8.2 VIDEOS AND 3D ANIMATIONS 

G!E will produce different types of audiovisual products aimed for different audiences. We 

will film the progress of design, development, construction and testing of the two deep-sea 

offshore wind power systems. In addition, 3D animations will be developed to explain and 

visualise the two different technologies. The filmed material and the animations will then be 

edited in different ways, to maximise the dissemination impact. 

 

8.2.1 VIDEO NEWS RELEASE (VNR) FOR TV MEDIA DISTRIBUTION 

Video News Releases (VNRs) are a standard tool for the TV media news market and are 

increasingly becoming an instrument adopted by RTD projects and organisations to reach 

the large public and professional audiences. Over the last years, specific services supporting 

this type of communication have been developing throughout Europe and the RTD market 

for this type of communication is constantly increasing. G!E/ iCons will make use of the 

youris.com media platform as production and distribution booth for the VNR to be release 

by the FLOATGEN project. youris.com is one of the most acknowledged TV audiovisual 

platforms and distribution centres focusing on the results of the research carried out by the 

European Commission. The platform, founded in 2005, operates in co-operation with the 

pan-European TV station Euronews and in partnership with the Eurovision Dept. of European 

Broadcasting Union (EBU). youris.com VNRs comply with the broadcasting requirements of 

the EBU and of all major European national TV stations. They are regularly taken-up and 

broadcast by a large number TV stations in Europe and beyond. According to the historical 

series, accounting for more than 600 take-ups and broadcasts in more than 80 world 

countries in the last 6 years, it’s expected that between 6 and 8 TV stations will take-up 

and/or broadcast the project’s VNR, for a total estimated audience of several million 

viewers. A sophisticated and consolidated tracking mechanism will enable the project and 

the Commission Services to retrieve audience data and actual broadcasts made by TV 

stations. 
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G!E/iCons will develop and release via the youris.com platform one VNR for the FLOATGEN 

project, to be released and distributed indicatively at month 48 of the project as a means of 

exploring the different aspects related to the project results, highlighting energetic, 

environmental and industrial aspects. The issues will be drawn from the preceding 

interviews with stakeholders, experts and opinion-formers. All audiovisual materials will be 

shot in High Definition (HD) so that we can benefit from an excellent visual impact and 

hosted on the www.youris.com platform for wider distribution also via the web. 

 

8.2.2 CORPORATE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 

In order to target industrial and scientific recipients the project will produce a 12 min 

corporate video, which will look at the entire project explaining the purpose and main 

results. There will also be a shorter version of this film which will mainly be used for 

dissemination on the web. The two different lengths will give participants of the FLOATGEN 

project the opportunity to show films on fairs, conferences or on the web and to select 

which length of programme is most appropriate to support their case. 

 

In addition, we will use the filmed material and the animations to produce two short 

independent presentations on each of the two key technologies tested in this project. Each 

film will focus on only one technology, and therefore the industrial partners will be able to 

use them externally to highlight their specific role within the project. 

 

8.2.3 DOCUMENTARIES ON ENERGY ISSUES 

Documentary style short movies focusing on energy issues and on renewable energy have 

been on the increase for some years, but so far there has been relatively little on offshore 

wind energy generation. Therefore, the project will use the filmed material and the 3D 

animations to also produce a 30 minute documentary for the general public on offshore 

wind energy generation, focusing on the deep-sea technologies developed within the 

http://www.youris.com/
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project. This documentary will be produced for the end of WP8, in order to include all the 

key results of the FLOATGEN project, notably the results from the environmental impact 

analysis. This half-hour documentary will be offered to different European TV stations, which 

have suitable slots on science and technology issues. G!E/icons, through its portal 

youris.com, holds contacts to many European commissioning editors responsible for 

documentary slots on scientific issues, including Discovery Channel Europe, hitec -ZDF/3Sat, 

ARTE XENIUS to name a few. 

 

The entire audiovisual strategy is to re-use the filmed material and the 3D animations in 

multiple ways. This is not only extremely cost-effective, but it helps to maximise the 

dissemination impact. Next table summarises how the filmed material and the 3D 

animations will be used in different ways to provide a comprehensive distribution strategy: 

 

 

These are planned for the last 2 years of the project.  

 

8.3 PRESS COVERAGE 

 

Greenovate! Europe has also an extensive international network to online and the print 
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media. G!E/icons who is the owner of youris.com, writes press releases or entire articles for 

newspapers or magazines to support the dissemination of research projects. Recently, their 

articles have been taken up by the national press in Germany, United Kingdom, Italy, 

Sweden and Denmark. Articles by our staff have been published in ZeitWissen (Germany), 

Der Spiegel (Germany), The Guardian (UK), La Stampa (Italy), Corriere della Sera (Italy), UNT 

(Sweden), Energiteknik (Sweden), Politiken (Denmark) and Berlingske Tidende (Denmark). 

Similar efforts will be made to publish articles on FLOATGEN.  

 

This activity is planned in year 2 of the project.  

 

8.4 AWARENESS RAISING EVENTS 

In order to speed up future permitting procedures, a series of awareness raising events is 

directed at policy makers and public authorities. These are planned in the second part of the 

project, to take place in year 3 and 4, once the project has started giving its first results.  

 Organisation of one dinner debate in the European Parliament – target: 40 

participants 

 Organisation of one seminar for political and environmental stakeholders in Brussels; 

topics: deep offshore’s contribution to reaching the 2020 targets and the EU2020 

strategy, maybe in cooperation with EWEA – target: 50 participants 

 Three seminars for public authorities, including permitting bodies: to be organised by 

local FLOATGEN partner(s) in cooperation with G!E – target: 3 x 20 participants 

 Two events directed to the financing and insurance community since both are 

becoming a more and more important players in the offshore business. - target: 2 x 

65 participants 

 One presentation and networking reception at a Renewable Energy Finance Forum2 - 

target: 65 participants 

 One side-event at a suitably timed EWEA (offshore) event - target: 65 participants 

For the planned EWEA side event, a first contact has already been made with the 
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organisation by G!E proposing the idea, during a meeting at the EWEA offices in 

Brussels. In addition, G!E further inquired about the possibility and the potential 

format during the EWEA offshore 2013 conference and fair in Frankfurt in November 

2013. This will be followed up in due time.  

Finally, a VIP excursion to the fully functioning systems is planned in order to promote deep 

offshore solutions with the right levels of decision takers from policy, administration, 

industry and finance. 

 One excursion from the nearest airport to the installed turbines with guided visit and 

CEO presentations on the demonstrators – target: 25 participants 

 

8.5 NETWORKING ACTIVITIES AND OTHER 

Networking activities are deemed important because they are good and effective way to 

reach specific type of stakeholders and ensure the positive impact that can be achieved 

through personal contacts in addition to general awareness-raising.  

 

Different types of networking activities are to be conducted; mainly focusing on establishing 

networks with existing projects.  

 

Active links with other wind and renewable energy projects will be established. To improve 

mutual added value regarding several aspects, such as: 

• Interchange of common relevant needs of the stakeholder value chain. 

• Common dissemination and training strategies. 

• Collaborations in business models development. 

 

Some wind related projects identified so far that FLOATGEN is interested in networking with: 

 MARINA PLATFORM - Marine Renewable Integrated Application Platform   

 DeepWind 

 INFLOW: INdustrialization setup of a FLoating Offshore Wind turbine 

http://www.marina-platform.info/
http://www.risoe.dtu.dk/Research/sustainable_energy/wind_energy/projects/VEA_DeepWind.aspx
http://www.inflow-fp7.eu/index.html
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 DemowFloat  

 Twenties 

 Wingy Pro 

 HiPRWind 

 EERA-DTOC: Energy Research Alliance - Design Tool for Offshore Wind Farm Cluster 

 

More projects will be identified in the coming months in order to extend the list even 

further.  

 

Active links are also being established with energy related European platforms such as TP 

Wind.  

 

The list of potentially interesting conferences that the consortium may consider attending 

has been updated in this M12 report and includes: 

 

 Deeper Water Offshore Wind Conference: 5 March 2014, London UK 

 EWEA 2014 Annual Event: 10 - 13 March 2014 in Barcelona, Spain 

 Deep Sea Offshore Wind R&D Conference held annually in Norway  

 Global Offshore Wind 2014: 11-12 June 2014, in Glasgow, UK 

 Windforce 2014: 17-19 June 2014 in Bremen, Germany 

 RenewableUK Annual Conference and Exhibition: 11–13 November 2014 in 

Manchester, UK 

 EWEA Offshore 2015:10-12 March 2015, Copenhagen, Denmark  

 

An effort is also being made to attend smaller events such as seminars and workshops for 

dissemination and networking purposes.  

 

A monitoring of all networking activities is being carried out and the effectiveness of the 

http://www.demowfloat.eu/
http://www.twenties-project.eu/node/1
http://www.wingypro.com/
http://www.hyperwind.eu/
http://www.eera-dtoc.eu/
http://www.windplatform.eu/
http://www.windplatform.eu/
http://www.offshorewindconference.com/
http://www.ewea.org/events/detail/?tx_cal_controller%5bview%5d=event&tx_cal_controller%5btype%5d=tx_cal_phpicalendar&tx_cal_controller%5buid%5d=1&tx_cal_controller%5blastview%5d=view-list|page_id-10&tx_cal_controller%5byear%5d=2014&tx_cal_controller%5bmonth%5d=03&tx_cal_controlle
http://www.sintef.no/deepwind_2013
http://www.renewableuk.com/en/events/conferences-and-exhibitions/global-offshore-wind-2014/
http://www.windforce2014.com/
http://www.renewableuk.com/en/events/index.cfm/renewableuk-2014
http://www.renewableuk.com/en/events/index.cfm/renewableuk-2014
http://www.stateofgreen.com/en/Newsroom/EWEA-Offshore-2015-in-Copenhagen
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networking measured by audiences reached. The information is being collected from all 

partners through the communication information template request.  

 

8.6 SCREENING OF NEWS AND EVENTS 

 

In order to facilitate the screening of News and Events and to make sure that information is 

being tracked in a systematic way, the following listing of interesting online and print 

sources was made. The dissemination partners, are following up on the websites, and 

seeking out opportunities for information.  

 http://www.rechargenews.com/news/ 

 http://www.revolve-magazine.com/home/ 

 www.sunwindenergy.com 

 www.newenergy.info 

 www.windpowermonthly.com 

 www.renews.biz  

 

8.7 OTHER DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES 

 

As part of the efforts of dissemination through social media, thus far LinkedIn has been 

utilised in order to promote the project. The dissemination team has joined relevant 

professional groups, such as the EWEA group, and has posted articles to promote the launch 

of the project. It is envisioned that these efforts will also continue and intensify in the future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.rechargenews.com/news/
http://www.revolve-magazine.com/home/
http://www.sunwindenergy.com/
http://www.newenergy.info/
http://www.windpowermonthly.com/
http://www.renews.biz/
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8.8 SAMPLE ARTICLES IN PRESS AND MEDIA 
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From the Recharge Day 4 publication during the EWEA 2013 conference in Vienna. 
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http://www.rechargenews.com/wind/europe_africa/article1316635.ece 

 

http://www.rechargenews.com/wind/europe_africa/article1316635.ece
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http://www.sunwindenergy.com/news/wind-energy-systems-learn-swim 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sunwindenergy.com/news/wind-energy-systems-learn-swim
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Deep water report from EWEA, July 2013 

 

 

http://www.ewea.org/publications/reports/deep-water/ 

http://www.ewea.org/publications/reports/deep-water/
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9. IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE 
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10. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES TABLE  

Partner 

Name of 
event/conferenc
e or 
interview/article 

Link Date Location Subject Comments 

Attended 
as 
(particpan
t, speaker 
or 
organisor?
) 

How was 
the 
project 
promoted
? 

Approximat
e number of 
audience 
reached/ 
connections 
made 

Greenovate
! Europe 

Meeting NA 21.02.2013 Brussels 
Presentation 
of project 

Meeting with EWEA 

Ms. Malgosia 
Bartosik 

NA 
One on 
one 

NA 

Greenovate
! Europe 

EWEA offshore 
conference 

NA 19-21.11.2013 Frankfurt 
Offshore 
industry conf 

Attended for 
networking and one 
on one promotion, as 
well as to understand 
how to best organise 
side-events for 
Floatgen at the next 
conference 

Participant 

One on 
one 
meetings, 
discussion 
with 
EWEA 
reps 

23 
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Greenovate
! Europe 

Recharge 
magazine 
interview 

NA Jan 2013 

Day 4 
Daily at 
EWEA 
Vienna 
2013 

Interview 
with 
Coordinator 

Set up interview with 
Darius Snieckus from 
Recharge 

Na 
Through 
media 

 

Greenovate
! Europe 

Interview for DG 
RTD 

NA To be published 
DG RTD e-
magazine 

Interview 
with 
Disseminatio
n partner 

Interview done by 
Katherine Mill 

NA 
Through 
media 

 

Fraunhofer 
IWES 

German-Japan 
Wind Energy 
Symposium 2013 

http://www.japan.ahk.de/e
n/events/deinternational-
event-report/german-
japanese-wind-energy-
symposium-2013 /  

26.02.2013 
Tokyo, 
Japan 

Oral 
Presentation
: "New 
challenges in 
wind energy 
R&D going 
further 
offshore – 
introducing 
energy 
storage" 

NA 

Speaker 
(Oral 
presentati
on by 
Jochen 
Bard) 

Discussed 
Floatgen 
during 
presentati
on 

more than 
140 persons 
in the 
audience 

University 
of Stuttgart 

IEA Wind Task 30 
- Offshore Code 
Comparison 
Collaborative 
Continuation 
(OC4) Project - 
6th Full 
Committee 
Meeting 

http://www.ieawi
nd.org/task_30/ta
sk30_Public.html 

08.02.2013 
Vienna, 
Austria 

Simulation 
code-to-code 
verification 
using OC4 
DeepCwind 
semi-
submersible 
floating wind 
turbine 

NA Speaker 

General 
project 
informatio
n, 
Stuttgart 
contributi
ons 

40 

http://www.japan.ahk.de/en/events/deinternational-event-report/german-japanese-wind-energy-symposium-2013%20/
http://www.japan.ahk.de/en/events/deinternational-event-report/german-japanese-wind-energy-symposium-2013%20/
http://www.japan.ahk.de/en/events/deinternational-event-report/german-japanese-wind-energy-symposium-2013%20/
http://www.japan.ahk.de/en/events/deinternational-event-report/german-japanese-wind-energy-symposium-2013%20/
http://www.japan.ahk.de/en/events/deinternational-event-report/german-japanese-wind-energy-symposium-2013%20/
http://www.ieawind.org/task_30/task30_Public.html
http://www.ieawind.org/task_30/task30_Public.html
http://www.ieawind.org/task_30/task30_Public.html
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University 
of Stuttgart 

Press release 

http://www.uni-
stuttgart.de/hkom/
presseservice/press
emitteilungen/2013
/029_windkraft.htm
l?__locale=en  

24.04.2013 
Stuttgart, 
Germany 

Announceme
nt of project 
and its 
overview 

NA Organiser 

General 
project 
informatio
n, 
Stuttgart 
contributi
ons 

NA 

University 
of Stuttgart 

Interview http://orf.at/ 07.05.2013 
Stuttgart, 
Germany 

Interview on 
research 
about 
floating wind 
turbines for 
Austrian 
national 
public 
service 
broadcaster 
"ORF" 

NA Speaker 

General 
project 
informatio
n 

NA 

University 
of Stuttgart 

23rd 
International 
Ocean and Polar 
Engineering 
Conference 
(ISOPE 2013) 

 
 

http://www.isope.o

rg/   

02.07.2013 
Anchorag
e, USA 

Paper: 
Analysis of 
Floating 
Offshore 
Wind 
Turbine 
Hydrodynam
ics Using 
coupled CFD 
and 
Multibody 

NA Speaker 

General 
project 
informatio
n 

50 

http://www.uni-stuttgart.de/hkom/presseservice/pressemitteilungen/2013/029_windkraft.html?__locale=en
http://www.uni-stuttgart.de/hkom/presseservice/pressemitteilungen/2013/029_windkraft.html?__locale=en
http://www.uni-stuttgart.de/hkom/presseservice/pressemitteilungen/2013/029_windkraft.html?__locale=en
http://www.uni-stuttgart.de/hkom/presseservice/pressemitteilungen/2013/029_windkraft.html?__locale=en
http://www.uni-stuttgart.de/hkom/presseservice/pressemitteilungen/2013/029_windkraft.html?__locale=en
http://www.uni-stuttgart.de/hkom/presseservice/pressemitteilungen/2013/029_windkraft.html?__locale=en
http://orf.at/
http://www.isope.org/
http://www.isope.org/
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Methods 

University 
of Stuttgart 

EWEA Offshore 
2013, IEA Wind 
Task 30 - 
Offshore Code 
Comparison 
Collaborative 
Continuation 
(OC4) Project - 
8th and Final Full 
Committee 
Meeting 

http://www.ieawind
.org/task_30/task30
_Public.html  

19.11.2013 
Frankfurt, 
Germany 

Presentation 
of Lessons 
Learned – 
Validation 
using 
measuremen
ts 

NA Speaker 

General 
project 
presentati
on 

50 

http://www.ieawind.org/task_30/task30_Public.html
http://www.ieawind.org/task_30/task30_Public.html
http://www.ieawind.org/task_30/task30_Public.html
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11. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARTNERS 

11.1 CONDUCTING DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES 

The definition of the roles and responsibilities for each type of partner is important in order 

to allow for the smooth flow of communication related information within the consortium, 

as well a streamlined set of information to external partners.  

 

Partners should consider the fact that there are two types of dissemination activities that 

will be taking place in the context of the FLOATGEN project. 

 

As described in WP8, the first type is the internal dissemination activities, where partners 

are to share research results among each other, utilising channels such as the members’ only 

area, emailing and discussions. The second type is external dissemination activities, where 

partners present the project and the results in scientific and technological forums, 

workshops, fairs and conferences; the information the information that is shared online,  

Greenovate! Europe, the WP8 leader is responsible for the management of all 

communication and awareness raising activities of the project. Greenovate! Europe ensures 

the regular updates of the website, the publication of news and events, as well as all 

relevant reports online and actively collects and disseminates awareness-raising and 

communication related information within the project partners. 

All partners bear the responsibility in ensuring that they provide relevant and up-to-date 

input whenever prompted by the WP8 leader. They are responsible in reporting on all their 

awareness raising and dissemination activities they undertake. They are also responsible in 

finding relevant events and conferences in their respective countries and abroad, 

participating in these type of events, and discussing FLOATGEN in relevant events and 

conferences, seeking opportunities for presentation and ensuring that the project is 

represented at the European, national as well as local level. They are also responsible in 

providing relevant feedback when prompted on material that the WP8 leader produces, 

such as this report.  
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The coordinator bears the same responsibilities as the rest of the partners. In addition, the 

coordinator will be consulted and will be asked to provide feedback on certain 

communication material before their finalisation (and printing, if relevant). This feedback 

will relate to the website, the key messages, the poster and the leaflet among others. The 

coordinator may in turn choose to consult some or all partners for feedback on specific 

points, in case needed.  

 

11.2 KEEPING TRACK OF DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES 

To ensure that the communication between project partners is being done in a consistent 

manner a reporting and information sharing structure has been set up, especially relating to 

event and publications. There are two things that the consortium will undertake to ensure 

that the dissemination activities are being followed and recorded in a consistent manner.  

 

1. Reporting structure of communication related activities 

The WP8 leader collects the communication related information from all partners including 

the coordinator in a proactive and regular manner. An email request is sent, with an excel 

sheet template for partners to fill in. The information collected, will not only ensure the 

monitoring of the communication activities, but it will also be actively fed into the 

FLOATGEN website for further awareness-raising. All future events that partners plan to 

attend (as speakers or just participants) will be published on the website.  

 

The excel template includes the following headers: past events they attended and type of 

activity they conducted there; upcoming events planned; any other networking activities 

undertaken; all publications and interviews given, press releases, and main audiences 

reached in each event and numbers reached (through attendance or personal contacts). 

 

The partners are also encouraged to take photographs during speeches and other types of 
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relevant events. The photographs are to be used on the FLOATGEN website, and for other 

awareness-raising activities.   

 

The information collected on this quarterly basis will also be fed into the subsequent 

Awareness and Dissemination reports, where progress will be reported on. The WP8 leader 

will follow up with phone calls and personal contact in case needed to ensure the quality and 

completeness of the feedback.  

 

2. Dissemination activity reports 

In the case of participation in a conference as a speaker, organiser of a workshop, organiser 

of a side event or any other significant dissemination activity, the task leader is to prepare a 

mini report on the activity after it has taken place. A one-page template for the 

Dissemination Activity Report has been prepared and it is to be used by the partner who led 

the activity. The mini reports can be sent in quarterly, at the same time as the excel sheet 

listing all their dissemination efforts.  

 

Both templates can be found on the members’ only area.  

 

11.3 PROCEDURES FOR THE VALIDATION OF DISSEMINATION 

MATERIAL 

 

The procedures for the publication of communication material within the framework of the 

FLOATGEN project were established by M3 of the project, after a decision during the kick-off 

meeting to do so. This is done in order to ensure the quality and timeliness of the material 

issued by the project. These procedures represent an exception to the general dissemination 

rule as governed by article II.30 of the GA and article 8.3.1 of the CA. 

 

This exception applies to dissemination and communication material such as press releases, 
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general project presentations, project leaflets, website text, general project presentation 

posters and banners, hand-outs for project events, contributions to social media discussions 

and similar material that does not reveal in-depth project information but ensures general 

information about FLOATGEN is provided. 

 

The exception also applies to scientific project presentations that consortium partners wish 

to make at conferences and events to ensure the respective partner can meet deadlines for 

submission of material to the organisers. The exception shall not apply to scientific 

publications, publishable deliverables, official project reports and similar material that goes 

into detailed description of aspects of FLOATGEN. 

 

The rationale for the exception is the need for a faster procedure for the approval of certain 

dissemination items to optimise the project’s reactivity to outside dissemination 

opportunities.  

 

The approval procedure is described in detail in the report for the “Procedures of validation 

of dissemination material” which can be found on the members’ only area of the website.  

 

All the templates and other documents that this report refers to are found in the members’ 

only area of the website.  

 

 


